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Jimmy Wyble spent a lot of time saying the phrase “What If”? So here goes: What if I started with a first inversion F major triad in the fifth position and moved the outer voices down in half steps? Ex 1:

The first thing that I noticed was that I was starting to move through a cycle of 4ths so I ended the pattern with a ii – V – I tag to get back to the beginning.
What if I added a chromatic baseline and picking pattern and use the tritone sub for G7 keeping the baseline intact. Ex 2:

What if I took the same chords from example 2, and lowered the note on the 4th string while raising the pitch on the 3rd string. (Editors note: This is one of Jimmy’s favorite ways for creating moving lines). Let’s move the cycle one 4th further by altering the F chord to go to Bb.

Ex 3: